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a b s t r a c t

Newsrooms and journalists today rely on many different artificial-intelligence, big-data and knowledge-
based systems to support efficient and high-quality journalism. However, making the different systems
work together remains a challenge, calling for new unified journalistic knowledge platforms. A software
reference architecture for journalistic knowledge platforms could help news organisations by capturing
tried-and-tested best practices and providing a generic blueprint for how their IT infrastructure should
evolve. To the best of our knowledge, no suitable architecture has been proposed in the literature.
Therefore, this article proposes a software reference architecture for integrating artificial intelligence
and knowledge bases to support journalists and newsrooms. The design of the proposed architecture
is grounded on the research literature and on our experiences with developing a series of prototypes
in collaboration with industry. Our aim is to make it easier for news organisations to evolve their
existing independent systems for news production towards integrated knowledge platforms and to
direct further research. Because journalists and newsrooms are early adopters of integrated knowledge
platforms, our proposal can hopefully also inform architectures in other domains with similar needs.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

News organisations today are forced to constantly adapt their
usiness models to digital media innovations to increase informa-
ion quality, competitiveness and growth [1,2]. Potentially news-
elevant information can come from almost any type of source
nd in any data format. The daily global production of news
xceeds 100.000 articles [3], while social media generate similar
olumes within a second. Consequently, news organisations can
enefit from using big data and artificial intelligence (AI) solu-
ions to manage information, extract knowledge and create value
or more and more journalistic purposes [4] including: identifying
nd contextualising newsworthy events to find connections along
illions of articles in investigative journalism; facilitating data
isualisation with the support of storytelling techniques in digital
ournalism; automating news writing utilising structured data to
utomatically create and publish reports about markets, sports
nd weather (a.k.a. robot journalism, algorithmic journalism or
utomated journalism); and, providing real-time fact-checking
ools to identify fake claims using external knowledge bases in
olitical journalism.
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Unsurprisingly, both research and industry agree on the rel-
evance and challenges associated with future AI systems across
domains [5]. Particularly, future AI systems must be semanti-
cally sound and explainable, as well as foster trustworthy AI.
To achieve this, these systems must be able to integrate sub-
symbolic deep learning, symbolic knowledge representation and
logical reasoning [6]. Knowledge graphs are a topical choice for
knowledge representation and reasoning [7] alongside neural
networks for implementing sub-symbolic AI. As the world is
constantly changing, these systems must incorporate continuous-
learning techniques to keep deep learning (DL) and machine
learning (ML) models up-to-date.

Journalistic knowledge platforms. An emerging type of informa-
tion system that integrates AI, big data and knowledge bases
to support high-quality journalism [8]. In this article, we refer
to these systems as Journalistic Knowledge Platform (JKPs). JKPs
harvest and analyse news and social media information over the
net in real time [3] and leverage encyclopedic sources [9,10].
News-relevant information is semantically annotated and repre-
sented in knowledge bases using linked open data (LOD) [11]
and AI techniques like natural language processing (NLP) [12].
The resulting knowledge bases are exploited with data analysis,
reasoning and information retrieval techniques to provide jour-
nalists with meaningful background knowledge and newsworthy
information [13,14], as well as to help journalists and readers
dive more deeply into information, events and story lines [15–17].
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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KPs typically implement different mechanisms for interacting
ith the system, for example, to provide live feeds and alerts and
o search for information. Because JKPs combine and represent
ersonal data from different sources, they must also consider
he privacy policies [18]. To combat the dissemination of fake
ews and misinformation, JKPs must also manage the prove-
ance of news and its sources, facilitating its identification. All
hese aspects make JKPs a particularly complex kind of big-data
nowledge-centric intelligent system.
Work on JKPs has so far been driven by the research com-

unity, albeit often in collaboration with industry. We envision
hat the field will continue to gain industrial traction in the
ear term. Because journalists and newsrooms are early adopters
f integrated knowledge platforms in general, we also envision
hat our work in the journalistic domain can also inform other
nowledge-intensive domains that rely critically on exploiting
igh-volume, high-velocity and high-variety information sources.

oftware reference architecture. Today, most news organisations
ely on many current, independent and task-specific produc-
ion systems. However, depending on multiple systems entails a
igher resource footprint compared to integrated systems that
educe code and data duplication. The utilisation of multiple
ystems also increases the cost of coordinating developer teams
nd providers, as well as the cost of maintaining and updating
he systems. Organisations may lose control over their data and
nowledge because their systems do not share common data
epositories nor representations or are provided as Software as
Service (SaaS) by third parties. As a consequence, organisations
ay miss out on opportunities for exploiting potentially news-

elevant information [8]. These concerns can be addressed by
aving a clear system design and a system architecture that
llows organisations to integrate and expand their solutions in a
oherent manner over time. Therefore, in this article, we propose
software reference architecture (SRA) for JKPs. The proposed
rchitecture can also serve as an example of a more general high-
evel architecture for future big-data AI systems that combine
eep learning and knowledge graphs and that support evolving
nowledge. We are focusing in particular on JKPs that employ
emantic knowledge graphs [7] for knowledge representation.
An SRA for JKPs should provide news organisations with a

lueprint and associated advice for how to evolve its many
urrent systems towards a cohesive, comprehensive, and inte-
rated JKP [8]. On the organisational level, central challenges
re that JKPs (a) are complex systems that must balance many
oncerns [3] and are thus challenging to adopt without archi-
ectural guidance; (b) must interoperate with a wide variety of
n-house legacy systems and external services [13]; and, (c) are
ong-term investments that must be able to evolve to incorpo-
ate future best-of-breed components that replace or come in
ddition to existing ones [3]. On the technical level, JKPs need
o support (a) the ingestion of big data from diverse sources,
b) the semantic annotation, representation and enrichment of
ews-relevant items [15]; (c) the inclusion of diverse mecha-
isms for serving potential newsworthy events and information
10,16]; (d) the addition of processes for continuously evolving
nd adapting machine learning models, ontologies and schemas
9]; (e) the integration of explainable sub-symbolic and sym-
olic AI approaches [8]; and, (f) the control of data privacy and
rovenance [18]. The research literature on JKPs has focused on
he application side and addressed different challenges for news
roduction. However, the authors are not aware of other lines of
ork that have studied the architecture of JKPs specifically.

RA for JKP. Researchers have proposed several software archi-

ectures that deal with big data in general [19–24], but few of
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them deal with the central challenges that JKPs face and, to the
best of our knowledge, none of them deals with them all. For
example, the current big-data architectures are typically designed
for data analysis and immutable data, whereas the focus of JKPs
is on exploring and understanding knowledge that evolves over
time. In addition, few current big-data architectures consider the
integration of knowledge bases and AI in detail. Therefore, In this
article, we address the question: ‘‘What would be a good software
reference architecture for journalistic knowledge platforms?’’ We
propose a software reference architecture that addresses the cen-
tral challenges of journalistic knowledge platforms and integrates
artificial intelligence and knowledge bases to support journalists
and newsrooms. We also introduce two novel types of compo-
nents: one for continuously improving and updating AI models
and the other for curating knowledge representations. The first
component includes services to monitor data and schema changes
and update the models respectively. The second component scans
knowledge representations to enrich the content and rectify in-
consistencies or missing information. This architecture is the first
of its kind proposed for the systems described in this work.
Unlike existing big-data architectures focused on immutable data
and data analysis, the proposed architecture focuses on evolving
knowledge and analysing knowledge representations. The design
of the architecture is primarily grounded in the research litera-
ture but also relies on our practical experience with developing
a series of JKP prototypes in collaboration with the industry.
We believe the proposed architecture can be adaptable to other
domains with characteristics similar to news production.

In a previous publication [25], the authors have outlined a
preliminary version of an SRA for JKPs. The present article extends
the earlier outline in several ways: it presents the high-level
qualities that an SRA for JKPs must satisfy; it explains the archi-
tectural principles that guided the design; it describes a generic
architecture for big-data knowledge-based AI systems; it further
elaborates the description and argumentation of the SRA specific
to JKPs; and it compares the coverage of the proposed SRA for
JKPs with the research literature.

The remainder of the article is organised as follows: Section 2
defines our terminology and introduces SRAs, knowledge graphs,
embeddings and vector databases. Section 3 describes our re-
search method. Section 4 analyses the related literature. Section 5
outlines the high-level required qualities for an SRA. Section 6
presents the SRA for JKPs. Section 7 evaluates the proposed SRA.
Finally, Section 8 states our conclusions and plans for further
work.

2. Background

2.1. Central terms

By big-data technology we mean the recent generation of mid-
leware that accommodate web-scale data processing and stor-
ge. For example, the big-data technologies we use in our work
nclude Apache Kafka and Cassandra. By knowledge bases we
mean data repositories that maintain strong semantic definitions
of and links between the data. Our work focuses on knowl-
edge graphs, using techniques such as RDF, OWL and SPARQL,
and Blazegraph for storage. By AI we mean symbolic and sub-
symbolic techniques, including machine and deep learning for
tasks like natural-language processing. Examples of AI techniques
we use in our work are named entity linking, relation extraction
and inference rules. We also refer the reader to our previous work
on the usage of knowledge graphs for news [26] and our review
on JKPs [8] for further details on big data, knowledge bases and
AI techniques. We proceed to discuss a few other central terms
in more detail.
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.2. Software reference architecture

A software reference architecture (SRA) ‘‘is a generic architec-
ure for a class of systems that is used as a foundation for the
esign of concrete architectures from this class’’ [27]. It defines
he basic software elements and data flows and captures the best
ractices for designing and implementing complex systems and
heir functionalities.

Two types of SRAs can be distinguished: practice-driven and
esearch-driven [28]. Practice-driven SRAs are based on practi-
al experience developing concrete architectures in a domain.
hey describe the ‘‘best practices’’ and address legacy problems.
esearch-driven SRAs address areas that are expected to become
mportant in the future but where there are few or no develop-
ent experiences yet. They are based on theoretical reflections
rounded in the research literature.

.3. Knowledge graphs

Knowledge graphs provide symbolic representations through
oncepts, relations and logic rules. According to [7], knowledge
raphs capture and abstract knowledge using graph-based data
odels wherein entities of interest are represented as nodes and

he relations between them as edges of the graph. Ontologies
nd rules are employed to define the semantics and terms of
he graph, reason about it, and ease data integration. Knowledge
raphs are particularly relevant for systems that integrate and
xtract value from heterogeneous and dynamic data. They are
xact symbolic representations that do not require large amounts
f data to become meaningful. Their workings are easy to ex-
lain to humans, but managing large graphs efficiently can be
ard for computers. Compared to relational and NoSQL models,
nowledge graphs facilitate semantic integration, flexible data
nd schema evolution, along with graph query languages for
xploring complex relations through arbitrary-length paths.

.4. Embeddings and vector databases

Embedding techniques are used in machine and deep learning
o represent concepts as vectors in a latent space. Concepts can
e extracted from a wide variety of data from text, images, and
udio to sequences like DNA and molecular structures. Vectors
re generated through mathematical models and provide sub-
ymbolic representations, positioning concepts in the embedding
pace according to similarity or other relations. These vectors, as
ub-symbolic representations, have a stochastic component and
equire large amounts of data to be meaningful. They are hard to
xplain to humans, but even large collections of vectors can be
fficiently managed by computers.
Well-known techniques for word and text embedding are

ord2vec [29] and transformers [30] like BERT [31] and, most
ecently, GPT-3 [32]. These techniques are particularly relevant
or systems that exploit the semantic and contextual similarity
etween data and used in many AI applications like natural
anguage processing, chatbots, image recognition, and recom-
endation.
Storing large collections of vectors requires specialised

atabases with optimised storage, access and search. Vector
atabases are an emerging technology for storing and index-
ng vectors efficiently and provide functionalities for retrieving
ectors using similarity search algorithms like HSNW [33] and
AISS [34]. Examples of vector databases are Milvus1, Weaviate2
nd Vald3.

1 milvus.io
2 weaviate.io
3 vald.vdaas.org
3

3. Method

To design and validate the SRA, we follow an established
method for designing empirically-grounded reference architec-
tures [35]. The method comprises six steps, where the initial five
steps provide the ‘‘empirical foundation’’ and the sixth provides
the ‘‘empirical validity’’ as illustrated in Fig. 1:

Fig. 1. Construction process of the SRA for JKPs.

Step 1 – Decision on type of SRA: We chose the preliminary
and facilitation type of SRA described in [27]. This is a
type of research-driven of SRA that aims to facilitate guide-
lines for designing systems and concrete architectures that
are likely to become important in the future and will
be utilised by multiple organisations. The guidelines are
designed by researchers in collaboration with interested
software organisations and grounded on existing research
literature and practical experience.

Step 2 – Selection of design strategy: We chose a research-
driven strategy because we expect JKPs to become increas-
ingly important in the future and we have not identified
a substantial number of industrial implementations and
experiences on JKPs.

Step 3 – Empirical acquisition of data: We carefully selected
13 research projects that matched our definition of JKPs
(see Section 4.1). A detailed, qualitative meta-analysis re-
view was presented in [8] to derive the challenges, oppor-
tunities, main stakeholders, information, functionalities,
techniques, components and concerns in JKPs. We also
drew on our practical experiences developing a series of
JKP prototypes with Wolftech4, a software developer for
the international newsroom market [36,37], and collabo-
rating with a large cluster of news media industry partners
in the MediaFutures research centre5 [38].

Step 4 – Construction of SRA: Firstly, we identified the related
literature on JKPs and software architectures for big data
and semantic technologies (see Section 4). Secondly, since
we could not find a suitable architecture for JKPs, we
decided to propose a new SRA grounded on the specific re-
search literature, our practical experiences and the general
literature on architectural principles. From this, we derived
the main required qualities for JKPs (see Section 5) and
selected suitable architecture principles (see Section 6.1).
Thirdly, the required qualities were mapped into architec-
tural elements, such as components, functionalities, data
stores and data flows. These identified elements were then
further mapped into a high-level architecture view of the
SRA (see Section 6), guided by the architecture principles.
Finally, we instantiated the SRA as a proof-of-concept pro-
totype of a JKP (see Section 7), which we used to iteratively
improve the SRA.

4 wolftech.no
5 mediafutures.no

http://www.milvus.io
http://www.weaviate.io
http://www.vald.vdaas.org
http://www.wolftech.no
http://www.mediafutures.no
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tep 5 – Enabling SRA with variability: By iterating over the
SRA design and continuously developing and testing the
JKP prototype, we improved and refined the preliminary
design decisions reported in [25,37] concerning the archi-
tecture, components, principles and semantics. To facilitate
the adaptation of the SRA in other domains, we drew
insights from generic big-data architectures to identify
common characteristics shared by our SRA for JKPs and
big-data AI architectures. As a result, we propose a high-
level view of our architecture for JKPs that can potentially
be adapted to big data and AI systems in other domains.
We also show how the high-level view is refined into
our specific SRA for JKPs and further instantiated into our
prototype JKP. As JKPs are an emerging field and there
are not enough research results or experience available to
empirically back-up architecture variants, a more thorough
investigation of variability must be left for future work.

tep 6 – Evaluation of the SRA: Following the established
method for empirically-grounded SRA development [35],
we have evaluated our SRA proposal in two ways:

Mapping-based evaluations: To ensure fulfilment of the
required functional qualities for an SRA for JKP (Sec-
tion 5.2), we systematically mapped these qualities to
the architecture components (Table 3). Similarly, we
mapped the required non-functional qualities (Sec-
tion 5.3) to both architecture principles (Table 2) and
architecture component (Table 4). Finally, to ensure
that our SRA proposal accounts for the components,
functionalities and goals of JKPs reported in the ex-
isting research literature (Section 4.1), we system-
atically mapped them into architecture components
(Table 5).

Evaluations by prototype development and testing: We
have validated the viability of the high-level architec-
ture view (Section 6.2) by refining it into a concrete
SRA for JKPs (Section 6.3). Furthermore, we have val-
idated the feasibility of this concrete SRA for JKPs by
instantiating it into a running JKP prototype that has
been iteratively developed and tested (Section 7.2).

To construct and evaluate our prototype in Steps 4–6, we have
followed a design science approach [39], which ‘‘supports a prag-
matic research paradigm that calls for the creation of innovative
artefacts to solve real-world problems’’ [40]. Within the field of
information systems, design-science researchers often adopt an
iterative process comprising three different cycles [41], which
involve understanding the application context or environment,
studying and improving the theoretical framework, and evaluat-
ing the artefacts [42]. Accordingly, we have iteratively designed
and validated our SRA for JKPs by developing and refining arte-
facts informed by the relevant literature, while considering the
contextual environment of both developers and users.

4. Related literature

4.1. Journalistic knowledge platforms

Several JKPs have been proposed in the research literature.
We summarise the projects we have identified, along with their
industry partners, in Table 1. We can broadly categorise them
into two groups: the earlier JKPs (until around 2010), which
primarily focused on implementing the Semantic Web idea [43]
within newsrooms, and the more recent JKPs (after 2010), which
combined semantic technologies [44] with machine- and deep-
learning approaches.
4

The earlier JKPs employed semantic technologies and on-
tologies to automate the metadata annotation process, combine
different knowledge bases, and formalise media standards. They
used ontologies in NLP pipelines, together with LOD, to au-
tomatically annotate news archives and feeds with metadata
about topics, keywords, categories and other relevant information
(e.g., persons, places, organisations, sentiments and relations).
For example, PlanetOnto [45] focused on providing a knowledge
management system to provide personalised semantic retrieval
and search in news archives. Neptuno [47] developed tools for cre-
ating, maintaining and exploring news archives. AnnoTerra [48]
proposed a prototype for integrating earth science data sources
to enhance news feeds from NASA’s Earth Observatory using
knowledge bases. SemNews [49] focused on automating metadata
annotation for semantic search and monitoring of RSS feeds.
Hermes [59] proposed a framework for searching and classify-
ing news to support decision-makers. The BBC used knowledge
graphs and LOD to link information across news articles, en-
rich their Content Management System (CMS) and recommend
news [9,51]. NEWS [13] automatised the metadata annotation
of news and images and provided news intelligent information
retrieval services using semantic technologies.

More recent JKPs focused on identifying and analysing events
and advancing machine and deep learning for supporting journal-
ism. A common thread among them, and some of the earlier ex-
amples, was that they deal with big data. EventRegistry [15] devel-
oped a tool for collecting news articles from around 75.000 multi-
lingual sources, identifying and extracting information about the
events, and summarising and visualising events from close to
200.000 articles daily. NewsReader [16] presented a platform for
machine reading of multilingual streams of news and extracting
information about what, who, where and when for representing
events temporally using knowledge graphs, for example allowing
users to find networks of actors and their implication over time.
The platform was tested on nearly 2.5 million news articles and
extracted over 1.1 billion triples from these articles. Reuters [55,
56] developed a real-time platform to analyse around 12 million
tweets per day from Twitter to identify and verify newsworthy
events before they are reported by other news agencies and
automate news production processes. SUMMA [3] developed a
multilingual and multimedia platform employing NLP techniques
for monitoring internal and external live media, including TV
and radio broadcasts, and providing services for data journalists.
INJECT [58] developed a tool to support journalists by providing
creative angles on news stories. ASRAEL [10] presented a system
for aggregating news articles and utilising the Wikidata knowl-
edge base for describing and clustering events in news from a
corpus of over 2 million articles.

Typical problems faced in these projects are: huge volumes of
heterogeneous data, some of them arriving in real time [3,15,16];
complex processing pipelines that combine NLP, machine learn-
ing and knowledge representation [10,15,16]; and integration
of legacy and external systems [9,13]. These are problems that
typically call for architectural guidance.

4.2. Software architectures for big data and semantic technologies

According to existing big-data architecture reviews [19–24],
only four architectures for big data [19,23,60,61] have considered
semantic technologies. LMS [60] was designed for providing a
middleware for sensor data and the Internet of Things (IoT).
SOLID [61] adapted the principles of the Lambda processing ar-
hitecture [62] to RDF for gathering, storing and serving big
ata in real time. Bolster [19] extended the Lambda architecture
y adding a new semantic layer to represent machine-readable
etadata, contrary to JKPs that represent the data semantically.
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Table 1
Selected projects. N = news media partner and T = technology partner.
Project Industry partners References

PlanetOnto – [45,46]
Neptuno Diari SEGREN and iSOCOT [47]
AnnoTerra NASA’s Earth ObservatoryN [48]
SemNews – [49]
Hermes – [50]
BBC CMS BBCN [9,51]
NEWS Agencia EFEN , Agencia ANSAN and Ontology Ldt.T [13,52]
Event Registry – [15]
NewsReader LexisNexisT , The Sensible Code Company (before ScraperWiki)T and SynerscopeT [16,53]
Reuters Tracer ReutersN [54–56]
SUMMA LETAN , BBC MonitoringN , Deutsche WelleN and Priberam LabsT [3,57]
INJECT AdresseavisenN , AFPN , The Globe and MailN , StiboT [58]
ASRAEL AFPN [10]
News Anglera WolftechT [25,36]

aNews Angler is the research project in which the authors are involved.
E

S

M

S

P

P

D

martLAK [23] focused on supporting learning analytic services
nd defines components for validation and inference based on on-
ologies. However, none of them covers mechanisms for semantic
ata enrichment, continuously pushing live data streams, or con-
inually (re-)training machine learning models. Four proposed
rchitectures [63–66] have considered maintaining and updating
L models and defined specific components for storing and train-

ng them, but none of them considered semantic technologies
ike knowledge graphs and ontologies. Furthermore, none of the
xisting architectures considers the curation of knowledge repre-
entations. In conclusion, none of them is a suitable starting point
or an SRA for JKPs.

. Required qualities for the SRA

.1. Approach

To drive the design and evaluation of our SRA, we systemat-
cally derived the required high-level qualities from earlier JKP
rojects reported in the literature and our previous studies [8,18].
e used the most recent JKPs to derive the qualities, while the

arlier JKPs provided supplementary insights to support and aug-
ent these qualities. We divided the JKP qualities into functional

i.e., specific behaviours that the system must implement) and
on-functional (i.e., general properties of the system). In addition,
e identified the required general qualities for any SRA from
he literature [27,67], i.e., being feasible, representative, essential,
asy to grasp, long-lasting and technology independent. The de-
ived qualities are also corroborated by the current literature on
ig data architectures [21,22,24] and AI systems [5], as well as
hey align with quality attributes of ISO/IEC 25010 [20].

.2. Required functional qualities

nnotating To better manage, analyse and derive knowledge
to support journalists in creating high-quality stories, JKPs
must annotate content with relevant information such as
people, organisations, places, relations, categories, themes
and other metadata [3,15,46–50,55,58]. JKPs use semantic
annotations to facilitate the representation of the meaning
of concepts and relations, standardise annotations using
well-defined schemas and ontologies, and improve relation
and concept mining [9,10,13,16].

nowledge-representation JKPs are knowledge-centric sys-
tems that provide knowledge representations of news,
events and background information and the relations be-
tween them [3,9,10,15,55,58]. Most of the JKPs are focused
5

on exploiting the relations and connections between in-
formation. Hence, JKPs must employ systems that facili-
tate working with relations and updating the knowledge
representations [13,16,46–50].

nriching JKPs must implement mechanisms to update and
expand the extracted information. Because the informa-
tion can change over time (e.g., a newly elected head of
a government) and some other information may not be
completed (e.g., an article referencing a country instead
of the city where an event took place), journalists need
to constantly have access to up-to-date and fine-grained
information to produce high-quality journalism [3,9,10,13,
15,16,46–50].

chema-evolution As novel developments and themes may
appear, JKPs must facilitate schema evolution [13,16,46–
50]. To do so, the technologies used to represent and store
schemas must provide flexible and easy mechanisms to
update them.

odel-updating AI models must be constantly updated to fol-
low new information and news development [13,15,46,55].
JKPs must implement mechanisms for continuously evolv-
ing ML models to provide state-of-the-art results and adapt
them to new events and users’ needs.

torage JKPs deal with a variety of data and representation
formats [3,9,10,13,15,16,46–50,55,58]. They need to access
information in different ways, for example, obtaining most
recent feeds in real-time, reading data in bulk, retrieving
historical data and finding similar texts. Therefore, JKPs
must employ different databases for specific purposes to
optimise storage and access.

ush JKPs must continuously push potentially newsworthy
events to journalists [3,13,46–49,55]. This is achieved by,
for example, sending feeds or alerts to journalists according
to their preferences or current work.

ull JKPs must provide services for pulling information from
the knowledge base [3,9,10,13,15,16,46–50,55,58]. These
services typically require direct interaction with the user
to search information.

ata-ownership Stories generated with the support of JKPs are
disseminated to a broad or even worldwide audience and
the information resources need to be protected as they may
be subject to ownership and usage policies [13,48]. JKPs
must keep track of these policies and their implications,
especially when information is merged or derived from

multiple sources.
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rivacy Merging and connecting information from different
sources and social media can lead to data privacy chal-
lenges [18]. Hence, JKPs must implement mechanisms to
monitor potential data privacy violations.

rovenance Information about the source from where the in-
formation has been derived helps journalists to assess the
quality of news and find its origins. In addition, metadata
about the process and version that gathered, modified or
updated the information facilitates the traceability of the
process and detection of errors [13,16,48]. Thus, JKPs must
facilitate keeping track of the metadata associated with the
information sources and processes.

.3. Required non-functional qualities

nteroperability JKPs interoperate with heterogeneous in-
house legacy systems, external services and other JKPs
[3,9,10,13,16,46–49]. To do so, they need to provide clear
meaning and data representations, as well as use standard
formats, interfaces and exchange protocols.

odularity JKPs must be able to incorporate future compo-
nents that replace existing ones [9,13,16,48]. This guaran-
tees the addition of new components to adapt the JKPs to
particular users’ needs and update them with future best-
of-breath solutions. Hence, the implemented components
need to be independent, modular and abstract.

calability To deal with large volumes of news-relevant in-
formation and sources, JKPs must employ tools and storage
systems designed to increase to, efficiently support and
uniformly process big data volumes [3,9,10,13,15,16,47,55].

elocity JKPs support news production where time is a
critical factor and delays can lower the value of informa-
tion. News-relevant information is rapidly and continu-
ously produced and broadcast worldwide [3,16,47,55]. JKPs
must obtain this information, process it, analyse it, and
make it available as soon as possible to maximise its value.

ariety News-relevant information is produced and broadcast
as unstructured and structured data [3,9,13,16,47,48]. It
comprise diverse modalities of data like audio, video and
images, structuration principles like tables and graphs,
time cycles like live and historic, and formats like plain
text, RDF and JPEG. Therefore, JKPs must be able to ingest,
process and store varied data consistently.

nowledge-evolution As the world is constantly evolving,
current events and developments become past and are
preceded by new ones [13,15,50]. Therefore, JKPs must
implement components that can adapt their behaviour in
response to emerging entities, events and relations along
with new terms and their meaning.

ub-/symbolic-AI JKPs integrate sub-symbolic and symbolic
techniques. This integration benefits both approaches: sub-
symbolic techniques may be enhanced with logic and rea-
soning from symbolic AI, and symbolic AI may be sped up
with sub-symbolic techniques [6,68]. To support this inte-
gration, JKPs must facilitate both symbolic representations
like knowledge graphs and ontologies and sub-symbolic
data like models and training materials.

rustworthy-AI As JKPs support journalists in creating sto-
ries that may effect society, journalists need to trust the
system [9]. Hence, following the European guidelines on
AI [69], JKPs must allow journalists to take informed deci-
sions, ensure data privacy and integrity and provide trans-
parent, traceable and explained solutions.
6

5.4. Qualities addressed by the JKP projects

In Appendix we trace from which projects each quality has
been derived (see Tables A.6 and A.7). The analysed projects ad-
dressed qualities primarily related to the technical and research
challenges such as Annotating, Knowledge-representation,
Enriching, Schema-evolution, Storage, Push, Pull,
Interoperability, Scalability and Variety. Only a lim-
ited number of projects addressed qualities that support the val-
idation of the newsroom production such as Data-ownership
and Provenance. Despite early examples of Model-updating in
the earliest projects, advances in machine learning increased its
relevance in the newer projects, while Sub-/symbolic-AI re-
mains unexplored. The rise of web-scale volumes made Veloc-
ity relevant. Earlier projects explicitly addressed Modularity,
which newer projects achieve implicitly through technological
decisions. Few projects considered the Knowledge-evolution
as opposed to static knowledge. Privacy has not been ad-
dressed by any project, despite its importance for complying with
regulations such as the GDPR. Trustworthy-AI, relevant for
providing safe systems and understanding their outcomes, was
only addressed by one project. We particularly emphasise on the
underrepresented yet relevant qualities for future systems.

6. Software reference architecture for JKPs

6.1. Architectural principles

We propose a set of architectural principles for the SRA for
JKPs. These principles are composed of different architectural pat-
terns and technologies that we consider the most appropriate to
fulfil the elicited high-level non-functional qualities as illustrated
in Table 2.

Microservice architecture pattern. Microservices is an architec-
tural pattern for applications where every functionality is
deployed as its own service and often independent from the oth-
ers [70]. Components in a microservice system are self-contained,
loosely coupled, technology neutral, reusable and specialised.
They typically communicate via clear APIs. These characteristics
facilitate components replacement, integration, scaling and dis-
tribution. This pattern is an ideal candidate for an SRA for JKPs
as it provides Interoperability and Modularity by design.
omponents designed following the microservice architecture
rinciples can (a) be easily deployed, integrated and updated
ecause they have clear boundaries and minimal technological
ependencies on other components; (b) be dynamically repli-
ated to meet specific processing loads; and, (c) be utilised
ndependently or in collaboration with other components to fulfil
usiness functionalities. Solutions like Docker6 containers can be

used to improve the availability, Scalability, replaceability
and deployment of microservices.

Liquid architecture pattern. Liquid architecture [71] is an archi-
tecture pattern for integrating nearline and offline big-data pro-
cessing with two distinguished layers: the processing and the
messaging layer. The processing layer executes ETL-like jobs for
different back-end systems. The messaging layer follows a topic-
based publish/subscribe communication model where streams of
incoming messages are identified by topics. Jobs can read from
selected topics and output to new ones. Messages can contain
metadata annotation such as timestamps that are used to pro-
vide stateful and incremental processing. Each job is an isolated
resource that may perform several tasks and communicate with
other jobs, creating a dataflow processing graph. Compared to

6 www.docker.com

http://www.docker.com
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Table 2
Connection between non-functional qualities and architecture principles.

Microservices Liquid Blackboard Semantic technologies

Interoperability
Modularity
Scalability
Velocity
Variety
Knowledge-evolution
Sub-/symbolic-AI
Trustworthy-AI
the well-known Lambda [62] and Kappa [72] architectures, Liq-
uid does not duplicate the code, as opposed to Lambda; and, it
does not need to reprocess the current data view to run batch
jobs, as opposed to the Kappa. Unlike other architecture patterns
like Phi [73] that offer similar benefits, Liquid provides resource
isolation and incremental data processing, as well as it removes
the need for duplicating the data for downstream processing.
The Liquid architecture pattern is an excellent candidate for an
SRA for JKPs, because it is designed for meeting the Scalabil-
ty and Velocity requirements of big data, and reduces the
evelopment, maintenance efforts and hardware demands [71].
vent-streaming solutions like Apache Kafka7 can be employed to
mplement the message layer.

lackboard model. The blackboard model is a problem-solving
pproach to solve complex problems where different kinds of do-
ain knowledge and expertise are needed [74]. In a blackboard-
ased system, independent components cooperate to solve prob-
ems using a shared knowledge base (viz., the blackboard) [75].
hese components activate when there is a change in the knowl-
dge base or an event that meet a certain condition. They may
lso modify the knowledge base to contribute towards the so-
ution. The behaviour of these components depends on the cur-
ent state of the knowledge base and adapts as the knowledge
volves. This increases the response of the components of JKPs
o Knowledge-evolution. As components cooperate to solve
problem by sharing resources or preliminary solutions, com-
onents can use the output of a sub-symbolic method to build
n a symbolic one or vice versa. Hence, the blackboard model
acilitates the integration of Sub-/symbolic-AI.

emantic technologies. Semantic technologies encompass tech-
ologies and standards in the context of the Semantic Web [43]
hat deal with the meaning of the data rather than its struc-
ure [44]. They are designed to represent entities, their relation-
hips and attributes using well-defined ontologies, and optionally,
ogic rules. Semantic technologies are commonly used to con-
truct knowledge graphs and integrate LOD [7]. Software archi-
ectures of JKPs implementing semantic technologies may benefit
rom (a) language neutrality and clear representations of data and
eaning to improve Interoperability and Modularity be-

ween systems and Variety of sources and data formats; (b) LOD
ources that constantly update their knowledge bases like DBpe-
ia and Wikidata to improve Knowledge-evolution; (c) using
nowledge graphs to facilitate Trustworthy-AI by improving
xplanations, for example, by exposing connections and relations,
roviding context and showing semantic similarities [76]; and,
d) the symbolic representations that these technologies provide
o enable Sub-/symbolic-AI integration.

7 kafka.apache.org
7

6.2. High-level view

Fig. 2 proposes a high-level SRA for journalistic knowledge
platforms, which implements the architectural principles. The
architecture is centred around the knowledge base and includes
four types of components. The Knowledge Base manages all the
information needed to operate the system, including data stores,
knowledge representations, schemas, ontologies, metadata, and
even AI models which are provided and deployed as a service
to facilitate their access and integration in the architecture. The
knowledge base utilises unique identifiers, such as IRIs, to ensure
consistent representation across services. This eases the integra-
tion of knowledge representations and vectors from AI models,
as they share the same identifiers. To integrate the knowledge
base with the rest of the system, the system is designed follow-
ing the blackboard model, where the knowledge base is placed
in the centre of the system and communicates bi-directionally
with the other components. The Input components collect and
analyse relevant information from outside the platform and store
it in the knowledge base. The Output components provide ser-
vices to push relevant information to users and let users pull
information from the knowledge base on demand. The Learner
components employ continuous-learning techniques to keep the
ML/DL models, ontologies and schemas up to date. The Curator
components maintain and improve knowledge base contents. The
principal difference between the Learner and the Curator is that
the Learner is focused on improvement at the type or meta level,
whereas the Curator is focused on the instance or production
level. For example, the Learner may include services for auto-
matic re-training of ML/DL models or semi-manual update of
the schema and ontology. The Curator services deal with knowl-
edge fusion and enrichment tasks such as addressing knowledge
contradictions, updating knowledge representations based on ex-
ternal knowledge bases like DBpedia, merging similar knowledge
representations, and controlling potential privacy violations as
the ones described in [18].

Fig. 2. High-level view of the architecture.

http://www.kafka.apache.org
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To facilitate machine-readable and understandable data, all
components utilise semantic descriptions to represent and de-
scribe the content, thereby reducing ambiguities and facilitating
integration and communication. Furthermore, to guarantee to
ensure traceability of every piece of information back to the
generating process, every service of the SRA maintains Prove-
nance information. Our proposed architecture goes beyond the
existing big-data architectures in the literature, as it explicitly
incorporates components like the Curator and Learner, providing
clear pathways for their inclusion.

6.3. SRA for JKPs

Fig. 3 illustrates the SRA for JKPs in more detail. While the
high-level view in Fig. 2 may apply to other knowledge-based
domains, this architecture is specific to news work. To align with
existing literature on JKPs and enhance comprehension, we have
renamed the components of the SRA accordingly, providing a
nomenclature that reflects their most common intended pur-
poses. We also decided to split the Output component into a
Feeder and a Retriever to differentiate between the Pull and
Push types of interaction in JKPs. As a result, the SRA for JKPs
is composed of six groups of components, namely, the Ingestor,
nowledge Base, Curator, Learner, Feeder and Retriever, each con-
isting of several microservices. A less refined version of the ar-
hitecture was presented in [25], which did not consider, among
ther things, explicit components for training and updating AI
odels and schemas nor the Current Window and Vector Store
f the Knowledge Base.

Fig. 3. The SRA for JKPs (represented with ArchiMate 3.1 notation).

6.3.1. Ingestor
The Ingestor collects and Annotating potentially

ews-relevant information items such as news articles and so-
ial media messages, multimedia files and structured data from
nline sources. The most relevant components are the Harvester
nd the Lifter. The Harvester continuously downloads and in-
ests scheduled and real-time news-relevant items from sources
ike RSS, APIs and websites. To handle data Variety, multi-
ple harvesters can be deployed, each of them targeting specific
sources or data formats. The Lifter annotates and transforms
these news-relevant items into Knowledge-representations
using semantic technologies and AI techniques before they are
uploaded to the Knowledge Base. The resulting knowledge rep-
resentations can be using RDF and predefined ontologies, such as
the Event Description Ontology [77]. Ontologies must be designed
general enough to facilitate Schema-evolution and Interop-
erability between services. Lifters are composed of different AI
modules specialised in different tasks (e.g., named entity recog-
nition and face recognition), which are designed to be replaced
or extended (Modularity) to follow the state-of-the-art [12]. To
 m

8

combine the results from the different AI modules and improve
data Interoperability, these can use vocabularies for repre-
senting annotations like NLP Interchange Format (NIF) [78] or
NLP Annotation Format (NAF) [79]. Each annotation must provide
information about its quality (e.g., accuracy and support values),
the Provenance to trace back to the source and process that
generated it, the Data-ownership and the terms of use.

Additional services like the Translator and Filterer can be
added to pre-process and clean the collected news-relevant items.
For example, the Translator service can be utilised for translating
the text into a canonical language, while the Filter can handle
tasks like normalising data types, standardising formats, and
filtering out advertisements. In some cases, it may be necessary to
employ other services that can group micro-texts, such as Twitter
messages, into chunks of similar messages, enabling them to be
processed collectively. These micro-texts may not be relevant
enough on their own, but they may turn relevant when analysed
together or when many similar texts occur at the same time or
within the same location.

As a result, the Ingestor performs the real-time transforma-
tions once and near the source before they are stored in the
Knowledge Base, and processed further by the Feeder and Cu-
rator. As this provides both the raw data and knowledge repre-
sentations from the beginning, it facilitates the deployment and
integration of Sub-/symbolic-AI approaches. By processing the
data near the sources, we also avoid software and data duplica-
tion, reducing the computational resources needed to deploy the
platform. Hence, this can have an impact on the overall power
and resource utilisation.

6.3.2. Knowledge base
The Knowledge Base provides persistent Storage and is com-

posed of multiple specialised databases for different data, includ-
ing raw files, metadata, Knowledge-representation, schemas,
ontologies, vectors and ML/DL models. The use of IRIs facilitates
data identification across databases and provides Provenance.
he usage of specialised databases is encouraged to optimise
ata storage as they can efficiently manage specific types of
ata and perform better on certain types of queries and work-
oads. For example, by only storing the knowledge representa-
ions in a knowledge graph and storing the raw data text in a
ifferent database, we can reduce resource utilisation associated
ith knowledge representations and improve performance when
xploring relationships between concepts.
The Source Archive can be composed of multiple databases

or managing a Variety of raw files such as text and mul-
imedia files. The Knowledge Graph stores the knowledge and
chema representations. It represents news-related knowledge
nd provides a historical data view that can be updated to cap-
ure Knowledge-evolution and Schema-evolution. Seman-
ic technologies like RDF and triple-store databases facilitate both
he Knowledge-evolution and Schema-evolution because
hey provide flexible data representations and natural integra-
ion with linked data. The Knowledge Graph is used as a hub
o provide Interoperability with the different repositories
nd integrate legacy archives as it can be used to manage data
akes [80]. The Current Window provides a live and dynamic
iew of the most recent data and knowledge representations
oming from the Ingestor, Curator and Retriever. It must provide
eal-time responses and support streaming operations. Many ma-
hine and deep learning solutions are often based on embedding
echniques for representing the meaning of, for example, text,
raphs and images. The Vector Store stores these embeddings in
ector databases. Vector databases facilitate the availability and
earch of vectors, reduce the need for re-computing them and
rovide similarity functions that can be used to optimise infor-
ation retrieval. Some vector databases offer the possibility of
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toring the metadata associated with the vector (e.g., if multiple
ews-relevant items have been used to generate the vectors,
e can add their IRIs as metadata). This can enhance the level
rustworthy-AI on JKPs, as it allows for more explainable AI
y providing Provenance to the vector representations and their

resulting outcomes. At the same time, interlinking all databases
and vector representations with IRIs simplifies data collection and
generation for solutions that integrate Sub-/symbolic-AI and
pdate ML/DL models.
These storage services must handle large volumes of data,

ntensive write and read operations in real-time (Velocity),
nd horizontally scale (Scalability). For example, distributed

databases like Apache HBase8 and Cassandra9 can store large data
volumes. Although many of the open-source graph databases and
triple stores with support for RDF and SPARQL do not provide
support for scaling horizontally, some of them can hold more
than one billion (109) triples [81] (e.g., Blazegraph10 and Jena
TDB11). Strategies like partitioning the graph databases accord-
ing to resource types/predicates, temporal aspects, themes and
geolocations, or a combination of these can be employed for
distributing graph databases.

6.3.3. Curator
The main purpose of the Curator is to make the Knowledge

Base as useful as possible for journalistic purposes. The Enricher
enhances Knowledge-representation using external informa-
tion from the LOD (e.g., Wikidata). It enriches the Knowledge
Graph by adding linked data retrieved from the LOD cloud to
expand the represented news-relevant information and events
(Enriching) and updates or corrects them following the latest
advances (Knowledge-evolution). The Privacy Manager mon-
itors incoming data to identify and propagate prohibitions, per-
missions, obligations and violations [18] and outputs alerts that
need to be rectified by the user. The Licensing manager controls
the data copy-rights and licensing in the Knowledge Base. For
example, when different permissions are merged, the licensing
manager maintains data usage obligations and restrictions, iden-
tifies the Data-ownership conflicts and adds the corresponding
missing information.

Additional services can be added to analyse news-relevant
information and events and produce newsworthy information for
journalists. For example, the Event Detector detects newsworthy
events from social media and other sources. An aggregator ser-
vice can incrementally relate and cluster news-relevant items
into more comprehensive and reliable event representations or
storylines. A network analyser service can identify and analyse
different types of connections between actors and their relations
with the events. An angle detector service can derive the news
angles that fit an event [17,82]. An analogy service can find analo-
gies between different news-relevant items [83]. The Curator can
also contain services to provide explanations of the AI results to
users (Trustworthy-AI).

6.3.4. Learner
The Learner provides services to keep the AI models and

schemas up-to-date. The Model Updater uses continuous-learning
techniques such as incremental or online training approaches
to improve those models that depend on the frequency and
context of words and entities or user preferences. The process of
Model-updating can be triggered when a significant frequency
of an unknown word/entity is detected to incorporate it into the

8 hbase.apache.org
9 cassandra.apache.org

10 www.blazegraph.com
11 jena.apache.org
9

model (e.g., the first mentions of ‘‘COVID-19’’), use the informa-
tion from the last week to evolve the model (e.g., after unveiling
a corruption case some politicians should be placed closer to
the corruption theme), or adapt the recommendations following
the current work of a journalist (e.g., when the journalist starts
working on a new story). To generate training materials, the
Model Updater can access the stored data in the Knowledge Base
and the latest version of external repositories such as Wikidata
and Dbpedia or the most recent and current events in the Current
Window. The resulting updates can be stored in the Vector Store
or change the models used by other services, creating a new ver-
sion of the model. The Schema updater evolves current schemas or
mappings like themes or categories to include newer elements or
remove obsolete ones based on the incoming or on-demand data
(Schema-evolution).

6.3.5. Feeder
The Feeder monitors streams of linked data coming from the

Current Window to Push live information to journalists. It con-
tinuously pushes newsworthy feeds and alerts based on users’
preferences. For example, the Emerging Stories service can be im-
plemented to identify live stories that are gaining attention from
various publishers or social media platforms, and a Story Tracker
to push stories that are related to the current journalists’ work.
As the Feeder is intended to push information to journalists as
soon as it is captured or generated, it improves the Velocity of
information transmission and discovery and reduces delays. The
Feeder implement end-points where other services can connect
to get live feeds and alerts (Interoperability).

6.3.6. Retriever
Retriever allows users to Pull information from the JKP on

demand. For example, the Query Engine facilitates querying and
analysis of data from the knowledge base, generating data visual-
isations, access to taxonomies, and retrieval from news and mul-
timedia archives. It can provide an end-point with pre-packaged
queries for particular purposes, like finding news stories related
to a particular person and retrieving relevant information for
a given event. The Knowledge Explorer provides access to back-
ground and related information from external sources. Additional
services can provide tools such as currency and time converters,
related story retrieval, and suggestions to enhance news stories,
including news angles. These services are also exposed as API to
allow external users and systems to pull information from the JKP
(Interoperability).

7. Validation

As explained in the Method section, we have validated our
proposed SRA in two ways: (1) by mapping between each of
the required qualities from Section 5 and our SRA; and (2) by
iteratively developing and testing a prototype implementation of
the SRA.

7.1. Mapping

We established mappings to verify that the proposed SRA
fulfils all the required qualities. To do so, we examine which

components contribute towards each quality and how.

http://www.hbase.apache.org
http://www.cassandra.apache.org
http://www.blazegraph.com
http://www.jena.apache.org
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Table 3
Mapping between functional required qualities and components.
Functional quality Ingestor Knowledge Base Curator Learner Retriever Feeder

Annotating News items
annotation

Push Feeds and alerts
Pull Query on demand
Model-updating Learning

techniques
Enriching LOD addition
Knowledge-
representation

News items to
graphs

LOD addition

Storage Persistent
databases

Schema-
evolution

Schema updates

Data-ownership Terms-of-use
metadata

Terms-of-use
monitoring

Privacy Data privacy
monitoring

Provenance Tracing metadata IRI Tracing metadata Tracing metadata Tracing metadata Tracing metadata
Table 4
Mapping between non-functional required qualities and components.
Non-functional quality Component Principle

Interoperability Microservices, Semantic Tech.
Modularity Microservices
Scalability Liquid Architecture, Microservices, Blackboard Model
Velocity Feeder Liquid Architecture
Variety Ingestor, Knowledge Base Blackboard Model, Semantic Tech.
Knowledge-evolution Curator, Learner
Sub-/symbolic-AI Blackboard Model, Semantic Tech.
Trustworthy-AI Curator
a
w
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Functional qualities:. To validate that all required functional qual-
ties (Section 5.2) are covered by the SRA, we mapped them
o the architecture components. Table 3 shows the components
esponsible for providing or realising each functional quality and
ighlights the key aspects that support it. Certain qualities may
e associated with multiple components.
As shown in Table 3, the SRA defines Ingestor components for

nnotating news items and transforming them into
nowledge-representations, which are enriched in the Cu-
ator with LOD. It also defines components such as the Feeder
o Push live feeds and alerts and the Retriever to Pull infor-
ation on demand. To keep ML/DL models and schemas up-to-
ate, the SRA defines the Learner that employs different learning
echniques to evolve them. The news-relevant information is
ersisted in specialised databases in the Knowledge Base. To
eep track of Data-ownership, the Ingestor adds terms-of-use

information to each news item and the Curator monitors them, as
well as, potential Privacy violations. All components add tracing
metadata to provide Provenance and utilise IRIs to facilitate
dentification across services.

on-functional qualities:. The non-functional qualities
Section 5.3) depend on the architectural principles, the devel-
pment decisions and specific components, as shown in Ta-
le 4. To achieve Interoperability, the SRA is based on
emantic technologies and vocabularies, schemas, linked data
nd open standards. These technologies provide language neu-
rality, formal data representations, open definitions and clear
nowledge-representation. This brings data understanding
t a conceptual level and facilitate data integration and fusion.
To achieve Modularity, the SRA is based on microservice

rinciples. The different components must have clear functional
10
boundaries, so they can be deployed independently and inter-
act between them effortlessly. This facilitates the replacement
and addition of new components without affecting the current
ones or modifying them. Well-defined boundaries also facilitate
communication with external users.

The data ingestion part of the SRA is inspired by the Liquid
architecture and microservice principles to handle big data Scal-
bility and Velocity needs. The Liquid architecture combined
ith microservices offers a development pattern for designing
calable systems. The annotation components are built upon the
lackboard model which is designed for parallel processing and
ase scalability. Data Variety can be handled by adding new

processes to the Lifter for the different types of data and formats.
To combine different types of data and annotations, the SRA for
JKPs uses semantic technologies to represent them. In addition,
the SRA is designed with a knowledge base that can integrate
specialised databases for the different types of data. In addition,
the SRA enhances the response time with components like the
Feeder.

We designed the SRA with the Curator and the Learner com-
ponents to manage the Knowledge-evolution. The Curator
ontains services for maintaining and improving knowledge rep-
esentations using external and internal knowledge. While the
earner contains services for updating the ML/DL models to adapt
nowledge extraction and representation to current develop-
ents.
The integration of Sub-/symbolic-AI is accomplished by

sing the blackboard model and semantic technologies. The SRA
akes the source data and its symbolic and sub-symbolic rep-

esentations available in the knowledge base, while it keeps the
nvolved concepts aligned using IRIs. This allows the design of
olutions that can exploit both types simultaneously.
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Table 5
Mapping between architecture components and projects.
Project Ingestor Knowledge Base Curator Learner Retriever Feeder

PlanetOnto
Neptuno
Annoterra
SemNews
Hermes
BBC CMS
NEWS
Even Registry
NewsReader
Reuters Tracer
SUMMA
INJECT
ASRAEL
We designed the SRA to favour Trustworthy-AI through
ervices that control Privacy and Data-ownership, provide
rovenance and enhance explainability through the usage of
emantic technologies and symbolic representation.

omparison with existing JKPs. Finally, to validate that our pro-
osed SRA is able to account for all the elements of the various
KPs reported in the literature (Section 4.1), we have reviewed
hem carefully and mapped their elements into the corresponding
arts of our SRA, as shown in Table 5. Because many of the
nalysed projects built pipeline-based systems with little archi-
ectural description, the elements we mapped were sometimes
uggested solutions and processing steps based on their goals and
unctionalities. We managed to map all the related JKPs into our
RA which indicates that our proposed SRA for JKPs is able to
ccount for existing JKPs reported in the research literature.

.2. Prototype

In order to evaluate the feasibility of our proposal, we de-
eloped a prototype platform that instantiates the SRA for JKPs
Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. The instantiated architecture for the JKP prototype.

ngestor. We implemented the Ingestor with services for Har-
vesting and Lifting. Our Harvester crawls news-related web-
sites and harvests RSS feeds, Twitter accounts, NewsAPI12 and
DELT13. The Twitter API provides real-time tweet streams from
pecific accounts, geographical areas or topics. NewsAPI aggre-
ates and provides streams of news articles from over 80000
ews sources and blogs. GDELT provides semi-structured infor-
ation about conflict events, collected from news all around the
orld and automatically translated into English from 65 different

12 newsapi.org
13 www.gdeltproject.org
11
languages. We observed that RSS support is declining among
news organisations. This makes aggregation services like News-
API and GDELT a solid alternative to consider, as they provide
access to a larger number of news sources. We also observed
that data from news organisations’ and journalists’ Twitter ac-
counts cannot be used straightforwardly as many messages only
provide links to news articles or little information. Hence, these
messages need to be aggregated in chunks of information before
they are processed and the information from the links must be
downloaded. Harvesting news from different sources also creates
duplicates that need to be filtered out. Many of them can be
easily identified using URLs. However, it is not always trivial to
filter similar news, because the same URL can provide updated
content or a different URL can report the same news with a few
newsworthy modifications in the content or even contradictions.

Our Lifter [12] transforms the news and event streams into
semantic knowledge representations in real time according to an
event-description ontology [77]. It combines out-of-the-box NLP
systems such as DBpedia Spotlight14 and SpaCy15 and different
end-to-end deep learning models for semantically annotating po-
tentially news-relevant textual items with named entity linking,
relation extraction, sentiment and topic annotations, and links to
Wikidata and DBpedia. To integrate these annotations, we use the
NLP Interchange Format (NIF) [78]. As these components have
been designed as microservices with clear functional boundaries
to facilitate Interoperability and Modularity, variants of
the same components can be used to transform unstructured data
from RSS feeds and structured data from GDELT to knowledge
graphs. Furthermore, to scale the prototype in order to handle
the large amount of data produced by GDELT, we replicated the
GDELT Lifter components to avoid bottlenecks.

Knowledge base. The Knowledge Base includes a Source Archive
service implemented with Apache Cassandra, a Knowledge Graph
implemented with Blazegraph, a Current Windows built with
Apache Kafka and ksqlDB as a stream store. We are also in the
process of incorporating a vector store implemented with Vald.
Cassandra is used to store the textual information together with
the IRIs of the news-relevant items represented in the knowl-
edge graph. This decision allows us to reduce the data stored
in the knowledge graph; provide provenance by tracking news
representations back to their source; and facilitate new training
material for ML models based on the current state of our system.
The Knowledge Graph is distributed over four instances of Blaze-
graph: one dedicated to storing news-relevant items from news
articles and Twitter messages, and three to storing the events
from GDELT. These four instances ingest around 11M (11 · 106)
triples daily from news and tweets, and another 11M (11 · 106)

14 www.dbpedia-spotlight.org
15 spacy.io

http://www.newsapi.org
http://www.gdeltproject.org
http://www.dbpedia-spotlight.org
http://www.spacy.io
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rom GDELT events. In a period of 6 months, it can ingest more
han 4B (6·109) triples in total. We have observed that these large
mounts of triples cannot be held in a single triple-store instance
ithout affecting its performance.

urator. The Curator implements an Enricher, an Event detec-
or and an Angle detector. Our Enricher extends the annotated
tems with location-related background information extracted
rom DBpedia, Wikidata and other LOD sources. Our Event De-
ector provides journalists with aggregated and real-time events
etected from GDELT streams. The Angle Detector analyses the
epresentations of the news items to identify location angles for
set of selected locations of interest [77]. As the Angler Detector
nalyses the news-relevant item representations from all sources,
e had to replicate it to meet the velocity and volume demands.
he Learner implements a Schema updater that monitors incom-
ng GDELT events to identify new themes and update our themes
ierarchy and mappings accordingly.

eeder and Retriever. The Feeder provides an API that exposes
feed of annotated news-relevant items from the Knowledge
ase and allows external users to interact with our system. To
xplore co-development with external contributors, we ran a
esearch challenge16 where external developers were invited to
ubmit solutions using live feeds directly from the knowledge
ase [84]. In addition, we collaborated in another research chal-
enge17 where participants had access to news and images from
ur system to explore the connection between text and images.
ur Retriever exposes several APIs to access the Knowledge Base
nd other services of the system. On top of the Retriever API,
e developed an editing interface for journalists to recommend
elevant information for the story the journalist is working on and
rovide background information for the entities present in the
ext. We have observed that extracting background information
rom Wikidata and DBpedia presents many challenges as entities
rom the same categories are not in general represented following
he same structure and using the same properties.

nfrastructure. Our prototype runs on 28 cloud instances (with a
otal of 94 vCPU, 312 GB RAM and 20 TB disk)18. We used Ansible
nd Terraform to automatically set up the instances and Docker
warm for orchestrating a total of 114 services as containerised
pplications (i.e., 70 services related to the JKP and the rest for
onitoring these services and the cloud instances). These services

un as containerised applications and are exposed through APIs
hat facilitate their replacement with newer versions without
ffecting the performance of the platform. We also decided to de-
ouple the ML/DL models from the applications by exposing them
hrough APIs, allowing us to switch the model at any time. By
ollowing these principles, we developed a system that allowed us
o experiment with and meet the Scalability and Velocity
equirements. Our prototype downloads news items and trans-
orms them into graphs within an average of 21.112 seconds per
ews item, with a standard deviation of 9.906 seconds, including
leep and network waiting times. If we only take the system and
ser CPU time, our prototype takes an average of 0.246 seconds
er item, with a standard deviation of 0.083 seconds. The text
f the news items varies in length, with an average length of
305.18 characters per item and a standard deviation of 3742.22.
his reflects on the extracted graphs that have an average of

16 https://multimediaeval.github.io/editions/2021/tasks/emergingnews
17 https://multimediaeval.github.io/editions/2022/tasks/newsimages
18 The cloud instances run on different models of CPU (Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680
3 @ 2.50 GHz, Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680 v4 @ 2.40 GHz, Intel Xeon Gold 6226
PU @ 2.70 GHz, Intel Xeon Gold 5317 CPU @ 3.00 GHz, AMD EPYC 7452 @
.35 GHz) and memory speeds (2133 MT/s, 2400 MT/s, 2933 MT/s, 3200 MT/s)
espectively.
12
712.38 triples per graph, with a standard deviation of 550.355. To
further evaluate these qualities, we plan to conduct stress-testing
experiments with our prototype by, for example, processing all
tweets produced by Twitter in a single day or re-processing in a
single day the equivalent of the harvested news in a month.

To support communication between services, we serialised
the messages using JSON-LD19 and semantic vocabularies, as well
s employed Apache Kafka as a message broker. JSON-LD is a
opular extension of JSON for serialising linked data. Apache
afka is a framework where independent services communicate
hrough subscription to topics and production and consumption
f messages with associated metadata (e.g., topic, key and times-
amp). To add or duplicate a service, we only needed to assign it
o the desired message stream. This also allowed us to duplicate
ervices to meet specific workloads or add new ones effortlessly.
Earlier JKP prototypes, that ran on a simpler infrastructure

ithout an equally carefully planned architecture [36], have al-
eady implemented additional functionalities, which we plan to
dapt into the current prototype. In the development of the
rototype, different people contributed to adapting the old com-
onents and creating new ones while the JKP was running. This
as in part possible by meeting the modularity requirement.

.3. Threats to validity

ompleteness. Completeness deals with the selection of earlier
rojects that our work as based on. Our selection of JKP projects
as been systematically carried out in the context of an exten-
ive literature review of research on knowledge graphs for the
ews [26]. We have not included non-JKP projects in our work
ecause JKPs exhibit a unique combination of characteristics that
e have not seen in other domains, such as real time, web-scale
ata volumes, social media, text, multimedia, reference infor-
ation from other sources and evolving concepts and stories.
limitation is that our work only covers the English-language

iterature, and we have not identified any relevant JKPs developed
n geographical regions outside Europe, Canada and USA. We
ave also only covered the research literature. Although there are
any commercial tools available for journalists and newsrooms,

hey tend to be focused on single tasks and not on the platform
nd architecture levels we address in this work.

roject access. Project access deals with the availability and re-
iability of information about earlier projects that our work is
rounded in. We have selected primary accounts of JKP projects
hat are published in and available through reputed and peer-
eviewed international journals and conferences. However, as
e did not have access to the code of the related JKPs for re-

mplementing them following our SRA, nor access to their input
nd output data for comparing them with our proposed solution,
e could not run more detailed comparative evaluations.

nternal validity. Internal validity deals with the clarity of the
onnections between evidence and conclusions. The qualitative
alidation is based on our own reading and interpretation of the
equirements as presented in the primary studies. We traced each
equirement (both functional and non-functional) backwards to
ts source, both in Section 5 and in the Appendix, and mapped
ach requirement forward to a specific design decision in Sec-
ion 7.1. In addition to these mappings, the prototype is a direct
nstantiation of the SRA for JKPs, and we have shown that it ad-
eres to all of the architecture principles outlined in Section 6.1.
lthough the authors of this work are involved in the develop-
ent of the News Hunter platform, we have sought to reduce
ias by limiting the contribution of News Hunter to supporting
nd extending the analysis of the literature and design of the SRA.

19 www.w3.org/TR/json-ld11

https://multimediaeval.github.io/editions/2021/tasks/emergingnews
https://multimediaeval.github.io/editions/2022/tasks/newsimages
http://www.w3.org/TR/json-ld11
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xternal validity. External validity deals with the usefulness and
alidity of our results in other JKP contexts and other big-data and
I domains beyond journalism. To ensure usefulness and validity
n a broad range of JKP contexts, we have taken all the rele-
ant research projects we have found into account and we have
ollaborated with industrial users of more focussed journalistic
ools. To facilitate usefulness and validity in other domains with
imilar required qualities, we have presented a high-level view
f the SRA that can potentially be adapted to other application
reas. However, our SRA has only been validated for JKPs, and
t would need further validation to be used for other purposes.
anguage and region aspects should not pose a problem in terms
f generalisation, but multimedia analysis remains an area for
urther research.

. Conclusion

Grounded in the existing literature and supported by our
ractical experience, we have proposed an empirically-grounded
RA for JKPs. The purpose was to make it easier for news organ-
sations to evolve their existing independent systems for news
roduction towards integrated journalistic knowledge platforms
nd to direct further research. Although the SRA has been driven
y the needs of journalism and news organisations, we have also
resented a more high-level view of the SRA that can potentially
erve as a proposal for a generic architecture for big-data and
nowledge-based AI systems in other domains.
Our architectural decisions are based on reported experiences

ith existing platforms, supported by our own experience de-
eloping a JKP in collaboration with industry partners. The SRA
s based on proven architecture concepts and is designed to be
echnology independent, open-ended and long-lasting, with com-
onents and services that can be replaced and integrated with
ther systems. It covers those components and functionalities
hat are essential for JKPs and introduces Learner and Curator
omponents that are not considered in the previous literature.
t provides a vocabulary to compare and understand different
ealisations of JKPs.
13
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed SRA, we have
implemented a proof-of-concept prototype of JKP that instan-
tiates it. We have developed the prototype iteratively and in-
crementally in order to continuously evaluate our SRA design.
Validating the SRA in a newsroom production environment and
assessing its real and perceived value for practitioners is left for
further work.

In further work, we also want to explore the combination
of knowledge graphs and vector databases and its implication
for our architectural decisions. One possible benefit is improved
explainability. We want to investigate how the results of machine
learning techniques that employ vectors can be explained by
analysing the knowledge representations related to those vectors.
Moreover, we want to explore the benefits of expanding the
Learner to learn from whole system, to learn not only from the AI
models and knowledge representations but also from the usage
and performance of each component. This will allow the Learner
to adapt and personalise the components to the user’s needs and
the domain of the AI system.
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A
ppendix. Required qualities and their information sources
14
Table A.6
Functional required qualities and the projects that dealt with them.

Annotating Knowledge-representation Enriching Schema-evolution Model-updating

PlanetOnto
Neptuno
Annoterra
SemNews
Hermes
BBC CMS
NEWS
Event Registry
NewsReader
Reuters Tracer
SUMMA
INJECT
ASRAEL

Storage Push Pull Data-ownership Privacy Provenance

PlanetOnto
Neptuno
Annoterra
SemNews
Hermes
BBC CMS
NEWS
Event Registry
NewsReader
Reuters Tracer
SUMMA
INJECT
ASRAEL
Table A.7
Non-functional required qualities and the projects that dealt with them.

Interoperability Modularity Scalability Velocity

PlanetOnto
Neptuno
Annoterra
SemNews
Hermes
BBC CMS
NEWS
Event Registry
NewsReader
Reuters Tracer
SUMMA
INJECT
ASRAEL

Variety Knowledge-evolution Sub-/symbolic-AI Trustworthy-AI

PlanetOnto
Neptuno
Annoterra
SemNews
Hermes
BBC CMS
NEWS
Event Registry
NewsReader
Reuters Tracer
SUMMA
INJECT
ASRAEL
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